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Editorial on the Research Topic

Bayesian Inference and AI

The Bayesian theory (Bayes, 1763), which describes the probability of an event given some prior
knowledge, has been the bedrock for modern Bayes inference and statistics, and the Markov chain
Monte Carlo (MCMC) algorithm (Hastings, 1970) has been the dominating force of the Bayesian
inference methods since its inception. However, the big data era has witnessed paradigm-shifting
developments in a variety of Bayesian fronts, including theories, methodologies, computational
techniques, and applications, many of which have been particularly designed to respond to
emerging artificial intelligence (AI) and data science.

Though much progress has been achieved in developing the interface between Bayesian
inference and AI, a large number of important issues, such as how to design efficient Bayesian
computational algorithms and modeling and inferential methods so that they can be readily
adaptive to the evolving AI technology, remain to be addressed and solved. As a continuing
effort for understanding the interface of Bayesian inference and AI, and their joint applications
in a variety of biomedical, biological, engineering, and data science fields, we have presented this
special issue which features the work of several prominent authors, in theory, methods, algorithms,
and applications.

Zhang et al. discussed how to use Bayesian inference to estimate the variance and scale
parameters with conjugate and non-informative priors under the posterior expected Stein’s
loss (PESL). Intensive simulations exemplified the theoretical findings and the feasibility of the
proposal, and their method was applied to analyze the S&P 500 monthly simple returns.

Changing gear, Huang et al. further developed a new class of Bayesian multivariate joint
models with a skewed normal distribution for modeling longitudinal and time-to-event data.
Their methods could cope with correlated multiple longitudinal exposures, adjust departures from
normality, and tailor linkage when specifying a survival process. The methods were applied to a
diabetes study.

Rad et al. proposed a new Bayesian directional data model for the skew-rotationally-symmetric
Fisher-von Mises-Langevin (FvML) distribution. A pivotal building block was specified for the
prior distributions so that the impact of priors could be quantified via the Wasserstein Impact
Measure (WIM), which may facilitate practitioners’ choices in implementation. A modified Gibbs
and slice sampling algorithm was also designed for generating posterior samples.

Finally, Hu et al. developed a new algorithm to solve a bias problem in job advertisements. The
new algorithm could help “debias” the texts by offering alternative and more appropriate words
that may be most closely related to the original intent. Their methods could see a variety of human
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resources applications, ranging from the development
of job advertisements to algorithm-assisted screening of
job applications.

We believe that the papers published in this special
issue demonstrate the breadth and depth of the development
of Bayesian theory, methods, computational techniques, and
applications in response to AI, and will spark continued research

in these emerging fields. We are very grateful to the authors for
their important contributions.
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